The efficacy and safety of Chinese herbal medicine, Rhodiola formulation in treating ischemic heart disease: a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials.
Rhodiola formulation is widely used in treating ischemic heart disease (IHD), angina pectoris in China. A number of clinical studies have reported and claimed that Rhodiola formulation can relieve the symptoms of IHD. This study provides the first Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA)-compliant systematic review to evaluate the efficacy and safety of Rhodiola formulation in treating ischemic heart disease either as a sole agent or in combination with routine western medicine (RWM). Search strategy - PubMed, Science Direct, the Cochrane Library, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), China Master Theses Full-text Database (CMTD), China Doctor Dissertations Full-text Database (CDMD), Wanfang Data (WF) databases were searched for all relevant studies on Rhodiola formulation that have been published in English and Chinese. The last search of all databases was performed on 31 January 2013. All randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of Rhodiola formulation for patients with IHD were included, and the quality of included RCTs was assessed with Cochrane risk of bias tool. The primary outcomes, including the effective size of symptomatic and electrocardiography (ECG) improvement were calculated as an odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Because of obvious heterogeneity in the studies with regard to herbal species, herbal formulations, treatment group medicines, control group medicines and outcome measurement, subgroup analysis and sensitivity analysis were performed to evaluate the effects of study characteristics of RCTs, including quality, the role of Rhodiola formulations in treatment group and the different control group medicines. A total of thirteen studies (n=1672) were included. most of included studies were found to be high risk of bias with low quality of methodology. The Rhodiola formulations used alone or in combination with RWM demonstrated a positive effect on both improvement of symptoms and ECG. For the subgroup analysis, the ORs of symptomatic improvement in Rhodiola formulations versus other Chinese herbal medicines (CHMs), Rhodiola formulations versus RWM, and Rhodiola formulations plus RWM versus RWM were 1.51, 2.64, 5.63, respectively. The ORs of symptomatic improvement for Rhodiola formulations versus other CHMs, Rhodiola formulations versus RWM, and Rhodiola formulations plus RWM versus RWM were 1.33, 3.11, 2.27, respectively. Overall, the effectiveness of Rhodiola formulations was higher compared to medicines in control groups, with statistically significant differences observed both in symptomatic improvement (OR=2.40, 95% CI: 1.57-3.66, P<0.0001) and ECG improvement (OR=1.48, 95% CI: 1.17-1.87, P<0.01). However, the sensitivity test indicated that overall effects of Rhodiola formulation versus other CHMs in ECG improvement were not stable (after removing the study by Yin, P=0.05); the differences of CHMs in the control group are a possible source of heterogeneity. Rhodiola formulations may have a positive effect on treating IHD alone and in combination with RWM. However, poor quality of methodology and heterogeneity of the included trials means that larger sample size, multi-center, placebo-controlled, double blind studies are needed.